I. Fill in (40 points)
A group of men, including 1.)_____________, comes to see Atticus about 2.)_____________ indicating they are afraid there will be trouble from some of the “Old Sarum bunch.” Atticus convinces the sheriff to leave Tom in the city jail. Atticus then tells the children, who thought the men were a 3.) “_____________,” not to worry and alleviates their concern about the 4.)_____________. Jem, nonetheless, expresses his concern to Scout that someone may try to hurt 5.)_____________. The following evening, Atticus leaves the house after supper without explaining where he is going. Finally, Jem and Scout, accompanied by Dill, find him sitting in front of the jail 6.)_____________.

A group of men approaches Atticus, stating they have come for Tom Robinson. Scout breaks away from Jem and Dill and runs to Atticus, realizing too late that these are men she does not know. Atticus orders Jem to take Scout and Dill home but he refuses. Finally recognizing a familiar face, that of 7.)_____________, Scout talks to him about knowing his son 8.)_____________ and then about the 9.)_____________ of his farm. He is silent throughout but finally tells Scout he will convey her greeting to his son and convinces the men to leave with him. 10.)_____________ announces to Atticus that he had had him covered with a 11.)_____________ the entire time. As Atticus and the children walk home, Scout is surprised when Atticus tousles Jem’s 12.)_____________ in affection instead of “giving him hell.”

The following morning, Atticus remarks that 13.)_____________ [Mr. Underwood] despises 14.)_____________. Scout begins to notice an edge to Atticus’ voice when he speaks to 15.)_____________. Nonetheless, he continues to be calm and rational explaining to the children that Mr. Cunningham is still a man, even though he was part of the 16.)_____________. He praises the children for their intervention which had made Mr. Cunningham “stand in my [Atticus’] shoes for a minute.” The trial begins and Atticus orders Jem and Scout to stay at home. Disobeying him, they attend what 17.)_____________ calls the “Roman carnival” and what Scout refers to as “a gala occasion.” Scout overhears the “news” that 18.)_____________ has been assigned to Tom Robinson’s case and is confused about the town’s 19.)_____________ at Atticus because he really intends to defend Tom. The children, including Dill, sit in the balcony with the Negroes, at 20.)_____________ invitation.

II. Short Answer (20 points)
1. Describe Dill’s latest plan to get Boo Radley to come out.

2. Atticus tells the children there had been a Ku Klux Klan in Maycomb many years ago but that they hadn’t been able to scare anybody so they went away. He goes on to say the Klan is gone and won’t ever come back. What do you know about the Ku Klux Klan? Have you ever seen anything about it on television news or read anything about it? Is the Klan truly “gone”?
3. How does Atticus explain “mobs” to the children?

4. Atticus comments that it took an eight year old, Scout, to bring the lynch mob to its senses. He goes on to ponder the possibility of a “police force of children.” What does Atticus mean? What is his line of reasoning? Consider Scout’s efforts to communicate with Mr. Cunningham. What can children sometimes do that adults can’t?

III. Extra Credit (Dictation): colon, semi-colon, commas, periods, hyphen